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Abstract
In order to render three-dimensional virtual scenes more realistically, One often needs to draw images of objects
which are reflected by the cylindrical surface mirror. Doing so, we first define the cylindrical image model as the set
of image points, in which each element is the image of vertex in original model, reflected by the cylindrical surface
mirror, also with the same connectivity as the original model. We determine the reflective point for corresponding
vertex by the ray tracing method, which is the key step for generating the image model. In order to accelerate the
generation and rendering processes, we conduct visibility test, computing only the part of image model visible for
current viewpoint. We also provide the experimental results that validate the algorithm and show timing statistics of
the algorthm.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAE2011.
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1. Introduction
Figure 1. Spherical mirror
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Benefited from the development of 3D scanning techniques, 3D mesh models are recently becoming a
new type of medium after sound, images and video. Increasing use of this medium in Internet,
entertainment and manufacturing industries as well as many other areas has raised great needs for
algorithms dealing with this type of medium[1].
There are some aspects which activate the works involved in this paper. First, we need methods for
rendering more realistic virtual environments. Imagine a scenario in which some people standing before a
huge spherical mirror, as shown in [2]. When rending such an environment, one needs to draw not only the
people but their images on the spherical mirror as well. Second, we need to provide key techniques for
virtual reality applications. For example, in a virtual driver training program, we may wish to draw images
of objects in a virtual rearview mirror, surface either spherical or parabolic for larger perspective, which
until recently no practical algorithm to use. The same thing occurs when we are asked to implement the
effects of distorting mirrors, a common task for virtual entertainment.
Therefore we face such a task: How to define the cylindrical image for a triangle mesh model, and how
to obtain and implement the cylindrical image model for practical use. For this the authors conducted a
literature survey and found no works on such a subject. The most relevant works are as follows.
In Paul Bourke[3], A full dome digital projection system was proposed based upon a single projector
and a spherical mirror to scatter the light onto the dome surface. The approach offered many advantages
over the fisheye lens alternatives, resulting in a similar quality result, but at a fraction of the cost.
In the word of Zhang Sheng-nan et al[4], A rearview mirror simulation method based on multi-windows
and multi-views was proposed, in which the P-Buffer technique of OpenGL was adopted to realize the
off-screen rendering and improve the rearview mirror simulation. In their work, although we do not know
exactly how they drew on the rearview mirror, but from the illustration appeared in the article we know
the image on the rearview mirror is only a plane mirror reflection. But in practice, rearview mirrors are
almost curved, in order to reflect wider perspective.
In the following sections, we first introduce the definition of the cylindrical image for a triangle mesh
model, and then describe in detail the process of generation of it. Finally we conclude this article with
some experiment results and analysis.
2. Definition
Figure 2. A point P outside of Cylinder C and its image Q, tangent plane π, reflecting point T0 and viewpoint E
Triangle mesh model can be defined as , with representing a
sequence of orderedvertices, , and a sequence of faces, in
which indicating face consists of vertices and .
A triangle mesh defined as above is piecewise linear surface, interconnected by a set of triangles in
such a way that each triangle can only be connected to another either edge-adjacently or vertex-adjacently.
Let ( )C r be a cylinder with radius r , and P a point outside of it. A light emitting from P is
reflected by point 0T on cylinder C and enters viewpoint E , which is outside of cylinder C . In this
context, viewpoint E is considered fixed, while reflective point 0T shifts as the position of P changes.
Suppose that plane  and cylinder C are tangent at point 0T , as shown in. We call  the reflective
plane because it reflects light emitting from P to viewpoint E , as reflective point 0T does. By optical
theory[5], we know that the plane of 0PT E is perpendicular to  , and the angle between 0PT and  is
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equal to the angle between 0ET and  . We callQ , the symmetry of P with respect to plane  , the
image point of P with respect to cylinder C under viewpoint E , noted as CyImage ( )CQ P .
The relation between P and Q can be described as follows: as to the observer at E , the light emitted
from P and reflected by cylinder C , is the same as the light emitted from Q .
Let M be a triangle mesh model, ( , )M V F= . If we denote
defCyImage ( )={CyImage ( ), }C C i iU V v v V  ,
then we call the model defined by two-tuple( , )U F the mirror of M with respect to cylinder C under
viewpoint E , which can be noted as CyImage ( )C M .
The map : CyImage ( )CP P  on 3R differs from plane mirror reflection in two aspects. First,
plane mirror reflection is conformal, isometric orthogonal transformation while  is not. This is the
reason why the image of plane mirror reflection looks “exactly” the same as original object, while the
image of cylindrical reflection looks distorted. Second, cylindrical images for an object vary under
different viewpoints, while its image of plane reflection remains still. Hence we can always replace the
image of plane reflection with real object, without awareness of observers under different positions,
which is impossible in cylindrical reflection situations.
For convenience, in the following point P and vectorOP

in 3D space will be treated equally, i.e.,
while P denotes a point in 3D space, it also denotes a vector starting from origin O ending at P .
3. Algorithm
The calculation of CyImage ( )C M can be formulated as follows: given a point P , viewpoint E and
cylinder ( )C r in 3R , calculate the position of CyImage ( )CQ P .
3.1. Reflective point and it’s computation
One point 0T on cylinder becomes reflective point if and only if the following three conditions hold :
(i) Line 0T P , 0T E and the outward normal vector through 0T are coplanar; (ii) The angle of reflection is
equal to the angle of incidence; (iii) P and E are in the same side of the tangent plane through 0T .
Suppose that reflective plane  intersects cylinder ( )C r at line l , as shown in
. Obvioursly reflective point 0T lies in l . On the other hand, let P  and E  be the Orthogonal
projection ofP and E on plane  , respectively, then 0T lies in segment P E  . So we know that 0T is
the intersection of line l and P E  .
Another condition that 0T must satisfy is (ii), as above. According to the Law of Reflection, 0T must
satisfy 0 0ET N PT N   , i.e. 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
T E T N T P T N
T E T N T P T N
 
   
(1)
Figure 3. Projection along the axis
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To illustrate the process of finding position of 0T , we draw the orthogonal projection graph, along the
axis of cylinder, as shown in
Figure 3, in which points 1l and 2l actually represent the generatrices of ( )C r . We use Binary Search
method on minor arc 1 2l l iteratively approximating the position of 0T . At the beginning of iteration, two
endpoint endL and endR of the search interval are set to 1l and 2l , respectively, while the initial position
of the moving point l , actually the intersecting line at which the reflective plane  and ( )C r intersect,
is at the midpoint of the minor arc that ends at 1l and 2l . The process of computing and minimizing
0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )diff( ( ))
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T l E T l N T l P T l NT l
T l E T l N T l P T l N
  
   
is as follows:
while |diff (T0(l))| > EPS
if diff(T0(l)) > 0
endR=l;
else
endL= l;
l =(endL+endR)/2;
update diff(T0(l));
3.2. Visibility
Figure 4. viewpoint E and its visible area
Only when point P and E satisfy some conditions, the light emitting from P can reach E , after
reflected by 0T . As shown in
Figure 4, where we assume that P and E have the same height and we only draw the orthogonal
projection graph, areas labeled invisible are unseen by observers at E . A point P outside of ( )C r is
invisible by E if and only if the following two conditions hold：
(1) The distance from axis of cylinder to line PE is less than the radius of cylinder；
(2) The projection of O (the point on axis with the same height as P and E ) onto the line PE lies
in segment PE other than its extension.
When P and E are not with the same height, we lower the higher one so that they have the same
height. It is easy to see that the same conclusion holds.
3.3. Computing the mirror point
After the reflection point 0T is determined, we can now compute the mirror point Q . Because line
PQ parallel to N , therefore Q P tN  , in which scalar t needs to be determined. Denote
( )/2M P Q  . As 0MT N , so 0 0N MT  , which results in 202( )/t T P N  , hence
0
2
2( )T PQ P t N
N
  .
E
invisible
visible
O
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4. Experiment and analysis
To measure the efficacy of the algorithm, we experimented on PC with operating system windows XP,
by programming language C++ and OpenGL. Two models, Airplane and Cow, were tested. The number
of vertices/faces for each model are 1700/3016, 2904/5804, respectively.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the effect of two models and their cylindrical image models. The cylinder
is placed so that its axis coincide with z-axis, with radius 5. The viewpoint was set to (0,10,8) in Airplane
case and (0,12,10) in another case.
Figure 5. airplane and its cylindrical image, cylinder radius=5, viewpoint(0,10,8)
Figure 6. Cow and its cylindrical image, cylinder radius=5, viewpoint(0,12,10)
The cylindrical images differ under different viewpoints, which makes the cylindrical image models
suitable for keeping in memory other than keeping as external files. For this reason, creating and
rendering cylindrical image model real-timely is more significant in practical use. We mainly tested the
time performance in this experiment. Iterative approximation phase is the main part of the time cost of the
algorithm. When convergence thresholds Eps are set to 1e-4, 1e-6, 1e-8, the average iteration time are 7,
14, 21, respectively, which leads to different time consumption of calculating cylindrical image models
under different convergence thresholds, as shown in 0
The numbers in the table are the average time cost for calculating cylindrical image of a vertex. By this
rate, the time for creating the cylindrical image model of Airplane(1700vertices) is in roughly 0.662 to
1.23 seconds; while in Cow case, the number is 1.34 to 2.09 seconds; both higher than the well-excepted
standard 0.5 seconds. This numbers also exceed that we in [6] obtained mainly because of different
iterative approximation policies.
Table 1. Timing of the Algorithm(unit: s)
Model Eps=1e-4 Eps=1e-6 Eps=1e-8
Airplane 3.894007e-004 5.63545e-004 7.23586e-004
Cow 4.62506e-004 5.41015e-004 7.21468e-004
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